Here are a few items of news relative to the Domestic Supplier of the Official Uniform.
>
>On December 1st we go into full operational mode with the new domestic
> supplier. They have just received 9,000 uniforms from the warehouse and they
> are validating the size of each item to be sure the member receives exactly
> what he ordered.
>
> They will offer a few extras at no additional cost as well. I believe we
> will have a great working relationship with TSR and our members will be
> pleased with the service.
>
> Here is a short list of things the new domestic supplier is working on and
> information that can be made available to our members:
>
> First and foremost, they are utilizing all the talents and experience they
> have within their organization to create the most comfortable and best
> fitting garments possible.
>
>They are adding a concealed stretch waistband in the pants to add comfort
> and a little forgiveness if you add an inch.
>
>They are creating a website with an embedded video demonstrating how and
> where to measure to help fit you properly.
>
>They are going to offer a layaway program to ease the financial burden to
> those who need it. They think this will make a difference.
>
>They are going to offer a black oxford, made with a high gloss, top grain
> cowhide, lined on the inside with a soft leather and leather sole. This shoe
> sells for well in excess of $120.00, however, they will offer it for far
> less. They don't have the final cost just yet, however, it will be very
> attractive.
>
>They are going to offer a 100% wrinkle free white shirt. This will be a
> shirt you can take out of the dryer and wear. It will be moisture wicking
> and quick drying. They will also have exact sleeves, if you need a 32"
> sleeve you will not have to settle for a 33".
>
>They are quickly developing an overcoat made from a luxurious flannel, with
> zip out liner. This coat will be water repellent and mid-thigh length. This
> coat will be attractively priced and an excellent value.
>
>The new domestic supplier is working hard to offer excellent quality, good
> fitting and comfortable garments, first class service and just being a true

> partner! Spread the word! All questions should come through the chain of
> command and not to Supreme. We will have t get the answers from the
> Supplier, I'm sure.
>
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